Academic Senate fills vacancies
SJSU’s Academic Senate has two new
senators, rounding out its 54-seat roster whicn
saw two members depart earlier this year.
Below

Duke sets special session for cuts
Gov. Deukmejian calls for a special meeting of
the state legislature next week to make some
$1 billion in state spending cuts. Page 6

Published for the University and
University Community by the
Department of Journalism and
Mass Communications since 1934.

God at college

Broken buses

SJSU’s many religious clubs take different
approaches to recruit new members and
spread their name on campus. Page 8

Various Spartan athletic squads
have been stranded because of
SJSU’s buses breaking down.
Officials say the buses are reliable,
yet over 20 years enough money
was spent repairing two buses to
buy a whole new one. Below

Milli Vanilli saga continues
Rob Pilatus, half of the recently troubled Milli
Vanilli duo, was arrested Tuesday at his home
on suspicion of sexual battery. Pilatus, 23,
was released on a $10,000 bond. Page 6
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Weather
Sunny with high clouds, highs to the
Iowa), and lows to 42 with in:it:rine
clouds in the evening.
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Three students nabbed in drug bust SUBOD hikes
By Laura DiMascio
Daily staff writer
Following the Tuesday night arrest of two
Allen Hall residents for suspicion of drug trafficking, University Police and state narcotics
officers stormed the hall and mistakenly apprehended an uninvolved student while looking
for a third suspect in the case.
John Adam Kent. 19, and Nick SeaIzo, 20,
second floor roommates, were charged with

transport of hallutAnogenic mushrooms and
conspiracy to commit a felony. The pair was
already in custody when police. armed with a
search warrant, came looking for Maaike
Jacobsen in Allen Hall.
UPD arrived at room 227 where Jacobsen
resides at approximately 9:15 p.m. A neighboring resident was inside the room watching
TV when she heard a knock at the door. She
opened it and found a gun in her face.

"The police acLosted me thinking I was
Maaike," said the junior advertising major who
declined to give her name. She was visiting
Jacobsen’s room. "They searched me all over
and threw me on the floor"
Jacobsen, 20. is reportedly Kent’s girlfriend
and was arrested down the hall at the same time.
She is in custody at the Santa Clara County Jail
See DR LIGS, page 3

fees by $10
starting in fall
By Angus Klein
Deity staff writer
Students will be told to reach
deeper into their shrinking pockets
to pay higher student fees next fall.
Confronted with a uncertain
future in the California State budget
scheme and a looming 5500.000
loss last year. the Student Union
Board of Directors voted Tuesday
to hike Student Union fees $10 to
581 per semester for fall 1991.
Student Union staff said the hike
1, "a necessary evil" to combat
glowing budget constraints in a
lengthy debate during consecutive
meetings. Student members Arneze
Washington and Gina Sutherst
argued against the increase but
SUBOD voted 12-3 for it.
"In order to maintain the way
we’re operating now at a minimum
level, this is necessary." said Cathy
Calvert. student union scheduling
coordinator.
Connie Sauer. SJSU associate
executive vice president for business and financial services. warned
SUBOD members Tuesday that if
they are opposed to the fee increase
they should be prepared "to come
up with an alternative plan to balance the Student Union budget."
The Student Union operates with
only a 557.000 reserve due largely
to unexpected costs with the Event
Center which suffered substantial
losses.
"Our current reserve level is very
dangerous." Sauer said.
Under the revised budget with
the fee increase Student Union
Director Ron Barren hopes to supplant the reserve with 5300.0(5)
next year and 550,000 in the following years.

Head
game
David Hoehn. a
senior in Art,
works on a bronze
sculpture he created. Hoehn and
other art students
at the S.ISI
Foundry begin
their projects by
first cutting out
was molds of the
sculpture.
Ann Nelson
photograoner

’In order to maintain
the way we’re operating now at a minimum
level, this is necessary.’
Cathy Calvert.
Student Union scheduling
director

Washington proposed to delay
the decision on the increase until
the Dec. II SUBOD meeting
because he fears "SUBOD
wouldn’t forecast far enough into
the future to safeguard the funds
(from the increase) to be used on
other items than originally
planned."
"I understand that we need to
make a decision but as you know
many unwise decisions have been
made in the name of trying to
resolve issues quickly." Washington
added.
"I question what new information would be available on Dec. II
that isn’t available now." Sauer
said.
Washington asked Sauer to submit a five-year projection of the
Student Union budget at the Dec.
II meeting.
"The Event Center has no track
record so I would feel leery about
projecting five year’s down the
road." Sauer said.
SUBOD student representative
Hi -C Luttmers asked Sauer if this
would be the last Student Union fee
See FEES, page 3

Spartan athletics may Reliabilit of busing services questioned
Repairs cost more than
switch conferences
original pnce; drivers
By Bill Williamson

Daily staff writer

With the possible e\pansiim 01 the
Western Athletic Conk:It:lice on the
horizon. SJSU may be m position to
switch athletic conferences.
The WAC recently lifted its moratorium on conference expansion and its
main candidates are situated in the Big
West Conference. The WAC has wanted to expand from its nine -school
membership to an even number, which
is reportedly 12 by 1992 at the earliest.
The three schools are most likely all
Big West programs. Several sources say
the schools in question are Fresno State.
UNLV and SJSLI.
In fact Cal State Fullerton head football coach Gene Murphy said publicly
earlier this month that he expects the
above mentioned schools to skip town
on the Big West and join the WA(’
within the next three years.
New Spartan athletic director Torn
Brennan said he has yet to work on any

details concerning %N. itching conferences. but he said he would listen to any
offers.
"We have had no official talks with
the WAC.- Brennan said. "We would
have to be interested
as an institution,
though. A transfer to the
WA(’ could bring
more revenue and
television
more
exposure to &1St.
athletics.
Schools in the
WAC
include
Thema%
Brigham Young. Air
Force Academy and
Brennan
Wyoming.
As the Big West champions the
Spartans are committed to play in the
California Raisin Bowl against the
Mid-American Conference champion
Central Michigan.

See CONFERENCE, page 7

Academic Senate adds two
By Lori Sinsley
Daily Staff Writer
SJSU’s Academic Senate has two
new senators and a complete senate for
the first time this year.
Elected into office by the School of
Humanities and Arts. Maria del Canben
Sigler will hold a temporary position
until next June. Also elected from the
School of Science was Professor Patrick
Hamill who teaches physics.

fhe senate lost three members this
semester. Associate Professor David
I.ee. from the business department
resigned in September citing -diflet
ences in philosophy and values Nan
tic Fimhel. who teaches marketing and
quantitative studies. replaced Lee.
less than a month after Lee left student senator George Pinto resigned and
was replaced by Art Pere,.
See SENA 70R, page 3

university has spent nearly three times the
original cost for repairing them, according to
official documentation.
SJSU’s buses may be old, but they are
considered safe and reliable, according to
Qayoumi and Victor Castillo. also from F.D
& 0.
HyIan Sinsley
Daily statt wrier
The few instances when the buses break
Gary St Clair has had sonic less than down are the exception not the rule, accordcomfortable trips travelling on the buses ing to them.
used by SJSU.
Others dispute that point.
As head coach of the men’s soccer team, a
Dick Montgomery. who’s on a one year
bus broke down on him twice once near
leave as head coach of women’, volleyball,
Santa Barbara and once on Pacheco Pass, chartered a bus last year to take his team to
where he and his team had to wait almost the San Jose airport. After sputtering to a
three hours for private charter.
halt, he and his team were forced to walk at
Having buses is a luxury not afforded to least a mile with bags and halls in tow down
most California State University campuses. Highway 10.
according to Mo Qay mini. director of SJSU
Dad), ,;tatt photographer
Oat, Ocarrpo
Buses have been plagued with problems
facilities, development and operations. For for years. according to Jerry Warmsley. a
broken transmission from one of
cost.
the
minimal
at
a
purchased
two
buses
used.
to
he
the buses w aits
maintenance mechanic and relief driver.
employed by SJSU for almost two decades.
Four years ago. SJSU bought two 1968
VIC buses for 512.5(5) each from the West
Valley Charter Company. SJSU already had
Iwo other buses, which travel on more local
tnps. taking human performance students to
south campus and transporting science class.
es on field Inns.
"Ifs like any airplane or train." Qayounu
said. "You only hear about them when
they’re not working.- After rattling off a list
of problems. Qayounfi denied that any par.
ocular complaints had been registered with
his department.
"In Santa Barbara, we had a mechanic fix
the bus on sight." Qayounn said.
-We responded and were able to keep it
on the road. In terms of providing service.
I’d say they’re very reliable."
Bus 4 and Bus 5. as thes are referred to.
Dan Ocampo
Daly staff polographef
are used most often to take athletic teams to
See 131’SE%, Page 3
the repair cost for an Sttil bus has already exceeded its purchase cost.
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EDITORIAL

CNN, courts both to blame
This is not the first time the court
power of news media in
The
has jerked such rights due to special
our society today is
circumstances and, as precedents pile
considerable. Use of that
power must be tempered with wisdom up, it probably won’t be the last.
The classic argument used by such
based on what the public really needs
news organizations is that the public
to know and when they need to know
has the right to know.
it.
However, CNN should have
Unfortunately, sometimes the courts
realized when the tapes were aired a
make those decisions for news
mistrial would be declared and the
organizations that can’t make them
entire judicial process, an expensive
themselves.
process paid for with our tax dollars,
Thus the current plight of Cable
would start over again.
News Network, which can only be
described as a mess in which the real
happened. The public may
loser is the public.
This
be paying for a new trial or the
The 24-hour cable network
charges may be dropped.
obtained tapes of alleged drugmay have boosted
footage
The
conferring
Noriega
Manuel
racketeer
CNN’s ratings but probably wouldn’t
with his lawyers. Like any news
have enlightened the public enough to
organization. CNN was eager to
make paying for a new trial or letting
tape
the
ran
and
competitors
its
scoop
Noriega go scot free palatable.
almost immediately.
The tapes could have ran after the
Defense attorneys in the case said
trial and all Noriega’s appeals were
airing the tapes was a violation of
attorney -client privilege, and a federal exhausted. The public would have
judge agreed. CNN was ordered not to known, saved some cash and maybe
felt there was a reason to send young
broadcast the tapes.
men into the Central American jungle.
The ruling was upheld by the
It is frightening that the Supreme
Supreme Court on Nov. 18.
Court is willing to arbitrarily limit
In the jargon of journalists and
constitutional rights.
lawyers, this is known as prior
It’s also deeply disappointing that
restraint the government limiting
CNN was so short-sighted.
what our constitutionally -guaranteed
The abuses of power on both parts
free press is allowed to publish or
are equally reprehensible.
broadcast.

REPORTER’S FORUM
LORI SINSLEY

Christmas gift
unwrapped early

CAMPUS VOICE KHANH TRUONG

The big Milli Vanilli scam
Plagiarist, n. one that steals or purloins the
words or ideas of another and passes them off
as his own.
That was Webster’s 1984 definition of the
word. I wonder if the 1991 edition will include
"voice" to the list of what can be plagiarized,
for that is exactly what the pop duo Milk
Vanilli did when they sang, or rather, didn’t
sing on the best-selling "Girl, You Know It’s
True" album.
Throughout my academic studies, rules
which have been drilled into me are: Cite your
sources: acknowledge credit where it is due:
and never, ever pass off another’s work as
your own. As a student majoring in
journalism. I can be asleep and recite to you
those commandments. Break them, and you’ll
be lucky if people trust you to flip their
burgers at fast-food joints.
Obviously, Rob Pilatus and Fab Morvan
never took Journalism 101, for they
unashamedly duped the whole world while
raking in millions. They were even awarded a
Grammy in the category of best new artist of
1989. With revelation that they hadn’t sung a
note on the songs. they are now stripped of the
award, which they claim they were going to
surrender anyway. What I would like them to
surrender is all the millions of dollars they
acquired through unethical means.
Sending back the statue was easy, but it
looks like they will need prompting before
they return the money, which is why angry
fans are filing class-action lawsuits requesting
refunds on records purchased and concerts
attended. I was even beginning to pity them

until I saw a CNN footage of their press
conference. Never once did I hear them
express regret or accept responsibility for
perpetrating this fraud.
Instead, it was finger-pointing aimed at
implying they were the victims of recording
industry officials. At one point, one of them
said, and I paraphrase, the public doesn’t
know the pressure they were under. For
example, on the night of the award ceremony,
they were told to perform in front of half a
million people and lip-sync and not falter or
err in any way as to reveal they were
charlatans. That’s like a pseudo -writer
pleading. "You don’t know how hard it was
transposing the entire novel on my electric
typewriter without automatic correction liftoff."
Wasn’t it gallant of them to suggest that the
award now go to the three singers who
actually performed the vocals. Haven’t these
guys ever heard of artistic integrity? I mean.
the trio who really sang are just as guilty and
should be held accountable for the whole
charade. They were willing accomplices, after
all. Lest I sound too harsh and judgmental, but
I just hate it when I’m being duped, don’t
you?
I say that anyone knowingly involved in the
Milli Vanilli scam be not a penny richer than
before. Otherwise, the resulting message to
society is this: Small scams, go to jail; big
scams or worldwide proportions, go live in a
mansion.
Khanh Truong is a journalism junior

Corrections and Amplifications
A reporter’s error caused the date of a
day -long seminar on tobacco use to not be
reported in Wednesday’s Spartan Daily.
The seminar begins today at 8:30 a.m. and
runs until 4:30 in the Student Union.

Please bring all errors in the Spartan
Daily to the attention of Rob Neill.
Executive Editor, or Adam Steinhauer.
Managing Editor Editorial at (408) 9243280.

Christmas comes for me but twice
a year when it’s election time.
Although I’m waiting for the post
election depression to set in it hasn’t
yet and I can tell the world why this
year, I love Nov. 6 better than Dec.
25.
The excitement on election eve
overwhelms me. Just thinking about
it now gives me a thrill. Why do I
love it so?
Well, power I guess. What a rush
it was for me. a journalism/political
science student, covering election
results at the county building as
precinct results came trickling in.
Everyone who’s anyone is there: all
my heroes from the San Jose Mercury
News and the Metro: all the San
Jose City Council candidates about to
lose or win a seat; and of course the
mayoral candidates who walk in
holding their breath. straining to read
the tiny chalkboard numbers that tell
the story.
An
infatuation
with
the
development of downtown San Jose
adds to the rush of adrenalin that
overtakes me. In a city so small.
there are only a handful of people
who call the shots that decide the
future.
Some could argue that the mayor
of San Jose is the most powerful
person. Certainly, his honor Tom
McEnery turned the city into what it
is today. Without Tom and his
wealthy development backers we’d
still be looking at a pothole -filled,
graffiti -covered, red-light district.
parking lot of a neighborhood.
Now we’ve got the Fairmont
Hotel, the Pavilion Shops. a new
convention center, the Children’s
Discovery Museum. etc. The list goes
on and on.
McEnery, forced out of office by a

two-year term limit, will be
succeeded by Susan Hammer, a
former city council member whose
district encompassed downtown.
Now, aside from the fact that she
plays a mean game of campaigning,
and aside from the fact that she beat
out the candidate in the primary who
really should have been mayor. I am
glad that Hammer won.
I did have a nightmare last week
that she lost. But then again I also

husband Phil chasing her down in a
big white convertible Mercedes.
Hammer is walking down the
street in a little white bonnet,
swinging her purse like a senile old
lady. Phil persuades her into the car.
The cameras follow them past her
headquarters and into an upscale
neighborhood where, low and behold,
they come across Fiscalini’s media
camp, the Carter-Callahan building.
Fiscalini for Mayor signs are
posted all over but Hammer decides
she needs to go potty. Up the stairs
and in through the door she goes. I
seem to remember that they kicked
her out but I can’t be sure.
Anyways. everyone at the show.
including Fiscalini. had a good laugh.
Hammer even wore the hat to the
reception.
What fun I thought. Here we are
in the third largest city in California.
hanging out having a good time

Fiscalini for Mayor signs are posted
all over but Hammer decides she
needs to go potty. Up the stairs and in
through the door she goes. I seem to
remember that they kicked her out
but I can’t be sure.
dreamt that the voters would come to
their senses and approve Measures H
and G to bring the Giants to Santa
Clara.
Neither of those things happened.
The turning point in what
convinced me that Hammer had a
heart was a movie she made for the
final Gridiron Show last June.
Ending a 10 year tradition, the
gridiron was a "Saturday Night Live"
style parody of local events.
performed on a stage by politicos and
Mercury News journalists.
Fiscalini did a blase video as a
Giants manager. Hammer on the
other hand made a movie called
"Driving Miss Susan." It began with
her wandering around her house. a
little out of touch. Mumbling
something about needing some fresh
air, she steps outside. Next we see her

making fun of the press and the
people most often in it.
Why did I bother to tell this side of
the story? Because too often all we
hear about is the bad stuff. Who
shoved the biggest mud pie in who’s
face? Who called who a liar? Which
candidate is the lesser of two evils?
I admit at times I wonder why I’m
so enamored with a process that can
be so dirty and corrupt. Occasionally
I do want to turn the whole thing off
and crawl under a rock.
But those moments are the
exception. I sympathize with all the
losing candidates. Election day has
come and gone and this year at
Christmas I will have already gotten
one of the best presents I could ask
for.
Lori Sinsley is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.
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FEES
From page
increase.
"It depends if the budget balances out," Sauer said. "This $10
student fee increase may not be
exactly correct. Time has to pass to
see if it is."
After the board debated for several minutes Sauer motioned for a
vote on the increase with the provision that an Ad -Hoc committee
monitor the monies brought in by
the increase.
Washington amended Sauer’s
motion with the provisions that
SUBOD look into allowing students free use of the Event Center’s
main arena, that the word free be
dropped from the terminology used
to describe student use of the Event
Center and that the present cost
charged to the Associated Students
to rent space in the Student Union
not be increased for two years.

BUSES
From page I
away games, said Qayoumi.
But as of right now. Bus 5 can’t
carry anyone anywhere. With the
transmission out, the bus sits on
blocks in SJSU’s auto shop. said
Wannsley, who was driving the
bus when the transmission blew.
Although a memo from J. Handel Evans. SJSU executive vice
president, referred to the charter
purchase as a "cost effective
endeavor," the cost of repairing
these two buses has been considered high, according to Warmsley
and others. Estimated or actual
costs for bringing the buses up to
good condition are more than
$67,000, according to FD & 0
documents.
Repairs to Bus 5 alone total
$35,000, according to the docu-

SENATOR

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom. Wahlguist Library North
Room 104, and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center.)
The deadline for entries is 10 a. m.
The Daily’s staff members will attempt to enter each item at least two
days before the date of the event in
addition to the day of the event Limited space may force reducing the
number of insertions.

TODAY

Victor Castillo,
FD&O
ments. A new engine was purchased for $21,056. Estimates on
replacing the transmission run
from $4,000 to $7,000.
New buses are in the price
range of the money spent on
repairs, according to Warmsley.
Qayoumi and Castillo contend
that Bus 4 runs fine, that it is
available for use and that it is safe.
Bus 5 is another matter. "This
bus has been up on blocks for six
months," Qayoumi said. "Reliability is a moot point on number

DRUGS

From page I

Pinto. a 214 year-old graduate student, went overseas to study political science and philosophy at the
London School of Economics.
Sigler expressed an interest in the
vacant position in September and
beat out four other candidates to
become a senator. Sigler came to
SJSU’s department of foreign languages in 1986 where, as a full professor, she teaches Spanish and coordinates a teacher education program
for Spanish language and literature.
"I’ve only attended a few senate
meetings but so far I find it very
interesting." Sigler said.
In Hamill’s case, the dean of the
science department appointed him
to the position. Hamill has been
with SJSU since 1981 and has yet
to attend a senate meeting.
The Academic Senate is comprised of 54 members made up, of
professors, teachers, top university
officials and students.
"About a third of the seats expire
at the end of each spring semester
term." said an Academic Senate
spokesman.
According to its constitution the
Academic Senate is the "principal

’Bus drivers receive a
set salary whether
they’re driving or
working in other
areas.’

Carmen Sigler
. . . one o Iwo new sowtors
agency for the fommlation and recommendation of policy" for SJSU.
"Elected faculty representatives
must be a tenured or probationary
member of the faculty holding the
title of Professor, Associate Professor,
Assist= Professor, Instructor or Lecturer...and must have completed at
least one year’s service at the university." Senators must attend one meeting a week either of the Academic
Senate or of their individual policy
committee.

From page I
and had not yet been arraigned as of
Wednesday.
Kent, who is also in custody, was
arraigned Wednesday with his bail
set at $25,000. Scalzo’s bail was set
at $5,000. He will be arraigned
today.
The visitor to room 227, who
said she was accosted by UPD and
state narcotics officers, said she will
be filing some sort of complaint.
While holding the student down
officers proceeded to question her
when her roommate came in
exclaiming that they had the wrong
girl, she said.
"They threatened to take my
roommate to jail if she didn’t get out
of the way.- she said.
Once the police realized they had
the wrong person they began asking
her if she knew anything regarding
the suspects. she said.
"I told them I plead the fifth, and
that they would have to subpoena
me," she said.
The officers acted as they do on
all narcotics arrest warrants, according to Walt Kubas, special agent
Supervisor from the California
Department of Justice Bureau of
Narcotics.

Term Papers
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Here
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utmost care. Quality reproduction. Choice of paper and binding
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five."
University officials have yet to
decide if they should sell the
buses and contract out or repair
them and bring them up to standard. Long term costs and solutions are their main concern.
Old, potentially run down buses
should never have been sold to
SJSU in the first place, according
to Warmsley. who questions the
motives of West Valley Charter
Company.
"I have a hard time dealing
with the fact these guys sold us
the buses and SJSU ends up using
their drivers and their buses when
we contract out."
SJSU bus drivers are frustrated
because unavailable buses mean
lost opportunities to earn overtime. according to Warmsley.
Drivers have been available to
take all the trips that are scheduled
but due to bad, old, unreliable
buses, many of the trips have been

"It was sound law enforcement
procedure," he said. "We hold the
suspects on the floor for the safety
of everyone involved."
Allen Hall staff said they weren’t
involved in the arrest.
"It’s a UPD investigation and
their activity." said Allen Hall Resident Director Phyllis Blackwell.
"They took care of their business
and we went on with ours."
In early November. the State
Bureau of Narcotics initiated the
investigation with UPD regarding
trafficking of drugs in Allen Hall,
Kubas said.
On Nov. 15 state narcotics undercover agents purchased 29.4 grams
of mushrooms for $160. allegedly
from Jacobsen in Allen Hall.
Kubas alleged that Jacobsen and
Lee Bright, who is not an SJSU student, completed the sale with the
agents.
Tuesday. agents contacted Kent
and Scalzo to negotiate a deal for
four pounds of mushrooms at
$6,000. Kent reportedly told the
agents to follow him to Santa
Cruz County to pick up the mushMOM.

In Aptos, officials said Kent.
Scalzo and an undercover agent met
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cancelled at a loss of revenue for
the drivers. Warmsley added.
"This simply isn’t true." Castillo said. "Bus drivers receive a set
salary whether they’re driving or
working in other areas."
He added that the issue was
"ridiculous."
Qayoumi believes the misunderstanding comes from drivers
who expect to collect overtime
and count on this as lost revenue
when they don’t get night or
weekend jobs.
"Overtime is incidental," Qayoumi said. -They have a distorted
view of the facts."
But Warmsley says that most
trips are on weekends and
evenings and therefore could add
quite a bit to their earnings.
Embarrassment at having the
buses break down also bothers the
drivers who "only feel comfortable when we give SJSU good
service," Warmsley said.

with three additional suspects for the
sale of the four pounds of mushrooms
an amount that Kubas said
could keep an entire dorm happy for
a long time.
Upon completion of the alleged
transaction. Kent and Scalzo were
arrested in Aptos.
Prior to the arrest, search warrants
were granted for Allen Hall rooms
221 and 227, as well as two Santa
Cruz County locations.
During the search of the locations, officers found more than
five pounds of mushrooms, nearly
three ounces of marijuana and 14
marijuana plants under cultivation.
A small amount of mushrooms
and marijuana was found in Allen
Hall.
"We also found some paraphernalia that we are very interested in,"
said Kubas.
Kubas said he has encountered
drug busts with students over the
years, but this was the first one he
handled that occurred in a dormitory.
-This investigation was a success
because we removed the problem
from a community of young people." he added.

Major set
to be PM

LONDON (API John Major,
who rose from poverty to become
Britain’s youngest prime minister
of the 20th century. succeeded
Margeret Thatcher on Wednesday
and pledged to "build a society of
opportunity."
"I want to see us build a country
that is at ease with itself, a country
that is confident, and a country that
is prepared and willing to make the
changes necessary to provide a better quality of life for all its citizens." Major said, minutes after
being confirmed in office by
Queen Elizabeth II.
"I don’t promise you that it will
easy, and I don’t promise you that
it will be quick," Major said,
standing with his wife, Norma,
outside the prime minister’s official residence at 10 Downing St.
The new prime minister, Mrs.
Thatcher’s protege and most recently her chancellor of the exchequer, or treasury chief, won the
leadership of the governing Conservative Party on Tuesday evening.
Major, 47, had gone to Buckingham Palace this morning after
the departure of Mrs. Thatcher, his
predecessor, patron and Britain’s
longest-serving prime minister this
century.
The new prime minister won his
seat in Parliament in Mrs. Thatcher’s first election victory of 1979.
She elevated him to the Cabinet in
1987, and backed him as her successor after determining she could
no longer hold on to power.
In a 30-minute audience in a
first floor room of the palace. Mrs.
Thatcher handed her resignation to
the queen.
Hundreds of people, many clapping and cheering, had pressed to
the railings of Buckingham Palace
as Mrs. Thatcher arrived. She left
with her husband, Denis, in a private car.
"We leave the United Kingdom
in a very much better state than
when we came here 111/2 years
ago." Mrs. Thatcher. 65. said as
she paused before dozens of camera crews, leaving 10 Downing St.
for the It time as prime minister.

You asked for
a computer that’s real
college material.
We heard you.

PHYSICS SEMINAR: Speaker L
Brookshaw from the Lawrence Livermore
Lab will talk on Comets and Life on Earth.
130 pm. Science Building Room 251, call
924-5244
CHI ALPHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP:
-Radical Reality.- bible study and prayer.
noon-1 pm Spartan Memorial Chapel call
(415) 961-5781
ICE HOCKEY: Practice, 11 30 pm
Eastridge Ice Arena. call (415) 278.3810
ASIAN BUSINESS LEAGUE: Panel of
speakers. 5 p m. Student Union Almaden
Room. call 287-6336
PRELAW ASSOCIATION: Final Fall
meeting. 5.30-7 p m, Student Council
Chambers. call 559-6266

295-4336

295-5511

310 S. Third St
(Across from McDonald’s)

481 E. San Carlos St.
(Between 10th & 11th)

kinkois

the copy center

ECONOMICS STUDENTS ASSOCIATION:
Meeting 3pm.SU Costanoan Room

NEWMAN

CATHOLIC

COMMUNITY:

Group to disco dance at Cactus Club, 9
pm, meet at Newman Center, 300 S 10th
call 298-0204

C.S.U. INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS:
Study abroad information meeting 11 a
and 12 30 p m International Center 360 S
11th St . call 279-1097
PREMED CLUB: Meeting with guesi
speaker from the U S Military. 1 30 p m
Dudley Moorehead Room 345

FRIDAY
CHI ALPHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP.
Radical Reality weekly worship bible study
and fellowship. 7 30 p m Duncan Hall
Room 135, call (415) 948-0822
ICE HOCKEY: Exhibition game vs Stanford
B team 10 30 pm Golden Gate Ice
Arena. 3140 Bay Road Redwood City call
(415)278-3810

MATH AND COMPUTER SCIENCE CLUB:
Guest speaker Prof K Kellum 2 30.3 30
pm,MacOuarne Hall Room 425 call 244.
9728
AKBAYAN: Pizza Night 7 pm ’midnight
Pizza Hut. 1655 Tully Rd call (415) 797.
9868
CLUB ANIMANIACS: Japanese animina
lion noon 4 p m Fnqineering Room 189
call 924 8053
JEWISH STUDENT UNION Shabbal Din
ner 7 30 p m call 971 6965 for location
PHI KAPPA PHI HONOR SOCIETY: Lunch
and speaker It 30 am. SU Pachei
Room call 227 9098

’Living Legends of Jazz
th Er

CEDAR

WALTON
I r

11111111,1

Cedar Walton piano
Buster Williams bass
Billy Higgins drums
THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 29 NOON
FREE AT THE STUDENT UNION AMPHITHEATRE
sponsored by SLIPRO and ASPS
Ox it ikS to the. S 1SU Music Demt
caw/ Doti Seibui iovic h

Is
’lir nit al computer for college needs certain things.
I ike a mouse, to make it easy to use. Preloaded
software. that’ll let you create impressive papers with
graphics and spreadsheets. And great tools, like a
notepad. calendar and cardfile. It should also be
expandable. so it ean grow with your nerds.
Tlw IRM Personal System/2Thas all this at
pecial student price.* ’soil if um buy before

I li-cember 31, 19911. you’ll receive e 71111 :ertifi..a.
entitling you to a round-trip ticket for $149*/$2 pi.
free
Getaway’ Student I )isisritint
aptil Wilt ion. )11/U.11 also get a gnat loss price on nh.
I’lit11114,1’ service.
itw. PS/2* is perfect for roller. het -dose sou
told ii just %hat SOU I sided. tn,1 is ow knov,
i110 ill be
real college imilerial briier luau

nes

See the IBM PS/2 on display at the Spartan

Bookstore.

Or call (408) 452-4931 ext. 1102 to schedule a personal demonstration 1,s ith one ot
Collegiate Representatives. Be sure to ask them how IBM’s Loan for 1.earning program
can help you finance your PS/2 at affordable interest rates
Eligible San Jose State faculty and staff may also qualify for IBM’s specially
discounted educational prices.

IBM
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CYCLE
M TUNE-UP SPECIAL

RJIAir

14 point tune-up

$19.95

DOWN’

wheel truing, brake and
gear adjustment, chain lube, and more!
open till

14

8.30

pm

school nights’
998-1618

131 E William St (between 3rd and 4th)

CHEAP
READING
$ CASH for your BOOKS
Specializing in
Science Fiction

CINEBAR

Upcoming
d

b

Events

A Drinking Person’s Bar!
Only Pool Table
Downtown!
No Drugs Or Fighting!
69 E. San Fernando
(corner of 2nd)

Three day weekend events include crafti
foods and entertainment.
Hours: Friday 10am - 7pm; Saturday 10,
Sundays noon - 5pm Upstairs at The Pavi
150 N. First Street 293-9727

Art, Gifts, Pinatas, Folk Music, Dancing
Machu Picchu "Gallery of the Americas,’
Court, 42 S. First Street 280-1861

CD’s, Tapes & Records
New & Used Books

Downtown Shop & Ride Shut:
Thursday, November 30; Fridays; Deceit

,rikRecycle
Book Store

Park FREE after 6pm at any of six downtot
ride the FREE Shop & Ride Shuttle for at
city. Stop anywhere along the route to shor
runs every twenty minutes to pick you up
Shop & Ride Shuttle map or information ci

286-6275

City Tree Lighting Ceremony artd,HOlidm

Friday, November 30’

Celebrate San Jose’s special tree lighting,
with entertainment andlive coverage of the
KN’TV 11. In Plaza Park at 6pm. Downtow
open this evening from 6-9pm for a Holii
House. Related entertainment, food, bew
special offers will be available at various t
businesses. For more information call ;

GRAND
OPENING!

Odyssey 11 New Year’s Eve Celeht
The Bay Area’s Largest New,Year’s E
Monday, December 31
Five ballrooms with seven groups, all under k
San Jose Convention Center. For more ii
call 279-1775 or advance tickets at 9(4,

LL WEEKEND.
Wi..?0,;17.5F7 71914 M
359MdrA20’)::"

z..5,05./.44;46ZMA

FREE MUNCH!
7;ml-1;r
79

PRIZES!
With

oc

Ake
KSJS

Pri

:,. A111111

Tapestry In Talent’s Holiday Craft 5
Weekends from November 23 - Deci

Fifth Annual Latin/Native American Chri
November 23 - December 24

Fantasy

Mon -Thur 10am - 9pm
Fri & Sat 10am - 10pm
Sun 12pm - 8pm
138 E. Santa Clara (near4th )

,.,

noon -

SHOP
WITH
US AND
COLLECT
FOUR FREE
SANTAS

COCTEAU T
PLUS SF4CiAt

MAZZY S
EVENT CENTER
AT SAN JOSE STATE

7 30PM

THIRD& FINAL
BAY AREA APPEARANCE’

TIC ICS AVAILABLE AT ALL BASS TOO CENTERS INCLUDING THE WM REHOUSE. Town,
VISA. MC ACCEPTED ALL TICKFISSUIUECT 10 SERMOE CHARGE SR TICKET
WATCH OUT IC* COOPREPHEI TIC KITS SUN ONUI ROM ASAVISCAPTU
AR.

CHARGE BY PHONE: 415/762-SASS 408/998-1
916/923 -BASS 707/762 -BASS 209/466 -BA
BILL GRAHAM PRESENTS

1101)Arem,.
AGI
7

Want to decorate your tree with something special
this year? From now through Christmas, we’re
giving away four charming Christmas ornaments,

leuy 6 u
CDs & g
FREE!’
rr,o rett
app,t1,00,0

used CDs to choose !

0
STORE HOURS:
MON-THU 10AM TO 10PM
FRI-SAT 10AM-12 MID
SUN 12 NOON-9PM

each a handpainted pewter figurine depicting
a different stage in the evolution of Santa Claus
To start your collection, just save up 550
in combined receipts, dated 11/23 12/24,
from any Pavilion retail or food merchant
Then pick up your free ornament Monday Friday at our management office on the 2nd
level, or on Saturday and Sunday at the
Pavilion gift redemption cart on the 1st level.

PAVILION
SHOPS

109 EAST SANTA CLARA ST

Downtown’s Everything-in-One Place

(Between 3RD & 471.4)

First & San Fernando at Fairmont Nara
Free validated parking in our underground garage
Entrance on S Second Street

ONE BLOCK FROM SJSU

294-0345

294.3800
364 S. First it.

MONA
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COUPON

agg,146/a...TOWN

: FREE DELIVERY i
YNA :
,
$ 3 onA-7 OFF
.
16’ PIZZA :
_
r
ANY.

200

$

NOT GOOD WITH
ANY OTHER OFFER
Offer expires
December 13,1990
135 W. Santa Clara

SACIIISF,1111WOUN
’171411.110I1

41L

kliclay Craft Shoppes
b23" December 23

lusic, Dancing & more.
the Americas," El Pasco
itreet 280-1860

Open 7 Days A Week

CHINESE CUISINE - - FOOD TO GO

4E.

nerican Christmas Art Fair
Decentibec 24

Open Daily
11:30-9:00pm
Closed Mondays

Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Box Lunches To Go
’Lunch and Dinner
’Catering Available

UNTIL MIDNIGHT THURS., FRI., and SAT

6

294-3303 or 998-9427

131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street

321 South 1st Street
& Ride Shuttle
Idays December 6, 13,20 1

and ,Holiday Open House
ember 30’..:

I tree lighting cereinon)
:overage of the event from
)m. Downtown merchants
/pm for a Holiday Open
ent, food, beverages and
ble at various downtown
ormation call 279-1775

4()S

CLUB

25

AILSI

HAPPY HOUR COUNTDO
Thursday and Friday 5!30-8:30
19 S. 3rd St. 286-2626

"slieekkalithration
illtee&VitufesiteepPedy
eembarldm s,

ZY STAR
SUNDAY
IS FINAL
AR Pt ARA NCfl

DECEMBER

2

wis-rUICHEINIT 1113

FREE
You will love the
flavor & taste
and you will love
THE PRICE!

A superb bowl of soup
with tangle of noodles
& slices of beef, then
given a lively Vietnamese flavor by adding
fresh peppermints, carhanders, bean sprouts
and a special blend of

Special offer for
student, just
show your stu
dent I.D. and
enjoy a bowl (any
size) of soup &
soft drink for

CtricnIal herbs

only S 3.99.

CONCERT TICKETS
HAIRCUTS BY DEBUT SALON

GROOVE TO IT

SUNDAYS

OUR SPECIALTY

EAU TWINS

RAP-FUNK-SOUL-R&B
FREE WI STUDENT ID OR CREW CARD

WEDNESDAYS

DO IT

HAPPY HOUR

1-IASS 404/9964IASS
IASS 209/466 -SASS

Phd(Hea
11)111 tit it ,alicr of I 0111
1Villiatil)
( /Emil
dar. a v.i.vkli:041:1111-80)11111

515

tApires 12/10/911

-IE Erotic Film of the ’90s!

LiveYour Fantasies

3-DIMIE9ION
Penthouse Centerfold SERENA is

BLONDE
EMAIWELLE
WIDNIGHT SHOW FRI & SAT

TIL lOPM

te,I. D
wVELCOMES

-.

REGGAE SKA &

- ,C.)1VORLDi3EAT

5.

li

#

c;:,

CZ :
l’f’

,.TIIME

".

/,

THURS. 4 .0
4
DEC. 6

VIETNAMESE BEEF NOODLE SOUP

IS 515 wEncX/51 10515 PECOM6 AND EMPORKAiS
CI CHKGE SS IKKEI OMR PEI/ CUS101.1fR
Mom AN A2150171710 IICKFlAGENcv

2_490

OPEN 4 DANCING!

Ips, all under one roof at the
T. For more information
e tickets at 998-BASS.

Have you tried our
famous Beef Noodle
Soup?

0V

111 ON I GI -1 "Ir

1

THIS SUNDAY’

292-4698 San Jose

(next to Original Joe’s)

tSSA4 M

lots and
Shuttle for a tour of the
e route to shop; the shuttle
:o pick you up. For a free
information call 279-1775
Of Si X (1( wntown

280-0707

Where Shall We Meet?
=an’

s include crafts, holiday
ertainment.
n; Saturday 10am - 6pm
irs at The Pavilion Shops
eet 293-9727

OFF
12" PIZZA

II

Ji,NI7 cTUDENTS

1. FREli

SUNDAY DEC. 16

BOOTSY
COLLINS
&Limbomaniacs
l’ I X $12 A In’ re,

91

S

-",.;1-

$14
$11 a Di

) it

ALWAYS 21 & OVEROPEN FOR DINNER 4 8PM WED THRU SUN
FREE PARKING ON 2ND ST. BY NAIL GUARD BUILDING
200 N 1ST ST 4 ST JAMES, SAN JOSE 408029202212

Ineme
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Governor calls impromptu budget session
SACRAMENTO (AP) Gov.
George Deukmejian Wednesday
ordered the California Legislature
to convene a special session next
week to enact a $1 billion cut in
state spending to balance his $55
billion state budget.
The lame-duck governor, whose
term ends next Jan. 7, said his successor, Gov. -elect Pete Wilson.
urged him to call the special session.
The special session will coincide
with the regularly scheduled first
organizing session next Monday of
the 1991-92 Legislature. The spesession
cial
allow
would
quicker action
by the Legislature under different
parliamentary rules.
The chances
of
significant
action in the
special session
were immediately in doubt, since the Democratic leader of lower house, Assembly Speaker Willie Brown of
San Francisco. said in his weekly

statewide radio address last Saturday that the budget crisis involved
"issues best worked out with our
new governor when he takes office
in January."
Deukmejian acknowledged that
although he can order a special session, he can’t compel the Legislature to take action or even stay in
town to consider his proposals.
Deukmejian told a Capitol news
conference Wednesday that California can’t afford to wait until
January and has no reason to
delay.
"I am a full-time governor. We
have a full time Legislature. The
people did not send us here to
delay. They sent us here to solve
problems," Deukmejian said. "If
we’re not going to deal with this
now, why are we here between
now and next January"
The Republican governor cited
earlier published reports that state
revenues since the current fiscal
year started last July 1 are already
$408 million below projections,
and that a $1 billion spending cut is
needed to get the state through the
full 1990-91 fiscal year. which
ends next June 30.

One of Pilatus’ neighbors told
the Santa Monica Outlook
newspaper she saw police escorting Pilatus and a young
woman from the house early
Tuesday.
Pilatus declined comment on
the allegations.
"Too much publicity," he
said Tuesday night as he and his
Milli Vanilli partner, Fabrice
Morvan, drove from his home
in a black Jeep. The two said
they were on their way to get a
salad.
The entertainers last week
surrendered the Grammy Award
they won last February for best
new artist after admitting they
never sang a note on the hit
album, "Girl You Know It’s
True.," which sold 7 million
copies.
They also confessed to lipsynching on tour.

Rose won’t be prosecuted
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Axl
Rose, lead singer of the hard
rock band Guns ’N Roses,
won’t be prosecuted for assault
because there wasn’t enough evidence to charge him with hitting his neighbor over the head
with a wine bottle.
. "There just wasn’t enough
evidence to file," the District
Attorney’s Office said in a
statement Wednesday.
Rose and Gabriella Kantor
had been bickering neighbors
for some time before the alleged
wine bottle incident on Oct. 30.
She said Rose was too noisy.
the rocker said she was a groupie trying to get into his inner
circle.
Kantor called sheriffs deputies to her West Hollywood
condominium and said Rose
"was in one of those crazy
moods and he attacked me."
The 28-year-old singer was
arrested and jailed for four
hours before posting $5,000

George Deukmejian,
gosernor

"The turn of events which have
occurred since we adopted our
budget in July... .have resulted in a
significant decrease in revenues...
We have already realized a loss of
$400 million in anticipated revenues."
Deukmejian did not categorically rule out discussing a tax increase, but said he was certain
taxes would not be raised.
"I would be very surprised if
there are any proposals for tax increases, especially in light of the
vote" on Nov. 6 against several
state tax increases on that ballot.
"I’m not saying anything is not
negotiable. I’m saying I doubt seriously, it (a tax increase) would be
proposed." Deukmejian said.
Deukmejian said he would be
sending what he described as a
"fair and reasonable ... fiscal austerity program."

bail. Rose denied touching the
woman and his lawyers described Kantor as "a potentially
dangerous rock ’n’ roll groupie."
Rose eventually went to court
and got a restraining order preventing Kantor from coming
near him, his wife, Erin, or their
guests.
Meanwhile, the heavy metal
rocker has decided to move
Rose has purchased an $803.000 Hollywood Hills home in
Beachwood
Canyon.
His new neighbors are already concerned about loud
music.
"We are hoping Mr. Rose
won’t blast us out of our bedrooms at night. ... It is down
a narrow road and sits on a promontory, where sound from it
echoes throughout the canyon,"
a neighbor. whose name wasn’t
disclosed, wrote to the Los Angeles Times.

BERKELEY (AP) Police say
they haven’t any reason to doubt
that Donna Oh, who was found in
Utah after missing for nearly a
month, was abducted and told not
to contact her family.
Much of what happened to Oh
remained a mystery on Tuesday as
authorities tried to piece together
her story. The woman was reunited
with overjoyed relatives after turning up in Salt Lake City and flying
with an FBI escort to Oakland on
Monday.
Oh told detectives two armed
men kidnapped her in Berkeley the
night of Nov. 2 but released her
four days later in Huntington
Beach, according to FBI spokesman Duke Diedrich.
Asked at an afternoon news conference about the credibility of
Oh’s story, Berkeley police Capt.
Phil Doran said: "At this point, we
have no choice (but to believe her).
She’s the only witness we’ve got
and we do believe her."
Oh. a 35-year-old vocational
nurse and mother of two, told investigators she was sexually assaulted during the ordeal. Diedrich
said. Police declined to elaborate
and would not comment on Oh’s
condition except to say she was in
good physical health despite exhaustion.
She told police she traveled to
Palm Springs, Las Vegas and
wound up in Utah. staying in shelters along the way and living on
money her captors handed her before her release. Investigators said
they were unsure how Oh traveled
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Of the entire 30,638-member
student body, whites made up 42
percent. Asians accounted for 28.6
percent, Hispanics 14.5 percent,
blacks 7.2 percent and American
Indians and native Alaskans 1.3
percent.
A drop in the percentage of
black students who meet the university’s eligibility requirements
and competition from other
schools helped explain the decline.
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Larry Fernandes. Oh’s ex-husband, said police told him that authorities found Oh disoriented and
that she appeared not to have eaten
in days. Salt Lake City officials
told Berkeley police that Oh was
last name,
using her full
Okoniewski, Diedrich said.
Oh was last heard from Nov. 2,
when she called her younger
Phil Doran,
daughter from a pay phone in Berpolice captain
keley, where she planned to see a
from place to place
movie, to say she was having car
"There’s a lot of unanswered trouble.
questions, and we’re not sure what
Police found Oh’s 1979 Honda
Donna’s state of mind is because Civic wagon with the keys in the
she’s been through a very trauma- ignition on Nov. 4. They were able
tic experience," Diedrich said.
to start the car on the first try.
Oh returned to Oakland after she
FBI Special Agent Tim Screen
was found safe at LDS Hospital in
in Salt Lake City said as far as the
Salt Lake City.
"We talked to a very tired lady local agency is concerned. "we’re
last night," Doran said. "It was done," unless the San Francisco
well into the morning. I wouldn’t office asks for more assistance
want to tie myself to a sequence (of with background and checks or any
related matters.
events)."
Oh described her abductors as
He said Oh had stayed in a
two white men between the ages of downtown Motel 6 Sunday night
25 and 40. Doran said investiga- and called 911 from her room
tors will work with Oh to create Tuesday night. An ambulance and
composite drawings of the men.
city police were dispatched, and
"We don’t sense there’s any she was taken to LDS Hospital.
motive ... but a random kidnap- where she told doctors she had
ping," Doran said, adding that been kidnapped and raped. The
Oh’s captors told her never to con- local FBI was called in about 5 or 6
tact her family again and made p.m. Monday.
"very specific threats on her two
daughters" if Oh were to return
home.
Although Oh’s mother lives in
Salt lake City, there’s "no indication" that Oh stayed with her. Diedrich said.

’At this point, we have
no choice (but to
believe her). She’s the
only witness we’ve got
and we do believe her.’

ATTENTION FACULTY/STAFF
GOING AWAY FOR THE HOLIDAYS?
LEAVING TOWN FOR THE SEMESTER BREAK?
DON’T KNOW WHAT TO DO WITH THE
CATS AND DOGS?
CALL:

CATS N DOGS PET SITTING SERVIC

AND LEAVE YOUR PETS AT HOME
10% DISCOUNT
FOR NEW CLIENTS WHO MENTION THIS Al)
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

(408) 947-8605

Cal black enrollment drops
BERKELEY (AP) -- The percentage of black freshmen at the
University of California at BerkeIcy dropped sharply this fall in
what officials called an alarming
trend affecting many schools
throughout the nation.
The number of black students in
the freshman class fell from 11.3
percent last year to 6.9 percent for
the 1990-91 academic year, university officials said Tuesday.

estimates
were
He did not spell out details of commission’s
the plan, except to cite his earlier "based on data that is several
proposal to cut school funds by months old" and that spending the
suspending Proposition 98 guar- reserve would only delay coming
to grips with the problem.
antees of school funds.
The commision said last week
He said a $1 billion spending cut
would provide "enough of a cush- that California could meet the curion to ensure we end up at the end rent budget emergency, caused by
of this (fiscal) year in the black." the slowing economy, by spending
the emergency reserve, and still
Deukmejian said.
end the year $131 million or
Other provisions of Deukmeji- about 0.2 percent in the black.
an’s so-called austerity program
"What good would it do to
would reduce the state renter’s tax
credit, and impose a 1 percent spend down all of the reserve and
across-the-board spending cut for have nothing left?" Deukmejian
asked, saying that would only give
all state agencies.
Wilson and the new Legislature the
Asked about a report by the biadditional problem of rebuilding
partisan Commission on State Fithe reserve for emergencies.
nance that California could get
"If you’ve got this kind of probthrough the 1990-91 fiscal year in
the black by spending funds from lem and know you’ve got it. why
the state’s $1.3 billion reserve for should you wait?" Deukmejian
emergencies. Deukmejian said the said.

Police accept harrowing story
of abducted Berkeley woman

Milli Vanilli ‘syncher’
jailed on sex charge
Rob
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Pilatus, one-half of the fallen
lip-synching pop duo Milli Yam 111. was arrested for investigation of sexual battery, police
said.
Pilatus. 26, was arrested at
5:30 a.m. Tuesday at his home
on North Beverly Glen Boulevard, said police spokeswoman
Maureen Dambach of the West
Los Angeles division.
The name of the alleged victim, a 25-year-old female, was
not released. Ms. Dambach
said.
Pilatus was released from jail
Tuesday after posting $10,000
hail on the sexual battery count
and $485 for outstanding misdemeanor traffic warrants, said
Sgt. Jeff Hanson.
Sexual battery is defined as
touching "an intimate part of
another person whil that person
Is unlawfully restrained."

’If we’re not going to deal with this now, why are we here between now and
next January?’

Investor
commits
suicide

0,1 AME/?/
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AUDITIONS

Kings Productions, the world s el producer of entertainment is
holding auditions for the 1991 season at GREAT AMERKA, Sant
Clara, California A variety of positions are available and a travel
fee will be paid to employees who must travel more than 250 miles
to** pad.
Saturday, December 1, 1990
SAN JOSE
Son Jose State Unwersity, Drama/Theatre Building
1 3 p m Singers and Specialty Acts
4’5 p m Dancrirs and Instrumentalists
I 5 30 p m Technicians/Wardrobe
Friday, December 7. 1990
SAN FRANCISCO
San Francisco State University. Music Building
4-6 pm Singers and Specialty Acts
6-7 p.m Drawers and Instrumentalists
41-7 p.m. Technirinns/Wardrobe

SAN JOSE

- Soturday. December 8, 1990
Son Jon State Unisiersity. Theatre Arts Building
12 1 p m Singers and Specialty Acts
3 4 p m Dancers and Instrumentalists
12 4 p m Technicians/Wardrobe

Fe, rwidInnoni .fleorrnohnol
I-oent Arno.co f Mona/10mm (Avg 4011/988 1800
Kov, AmclucAons SOO/ SA/ SA64
KINGS IS4AND KINGS DOMINION
aiMEIKA CANADA’S WONDMAND
Prnelo,n,

cmovoiNA

’REALITY

An
BURBANK (AP)
elderly investor who spent
his life savings on worthless
junk bonds from Lincoln
Savings and Loan killed himself with a razor, blaming
federal regulators rather than
thrift owner Charles H. Keating Jr., authorities said.
"There’s nothing left for
me of things that used to
be," said a note from Anthony Elliot, 89. "Government is supposed to serve
and protect, but who? Those
who can gather the most savings from retired people. It
takes billions to fill the pockets of ’spendocrats.’’’
Elliot, a retired accountant, was found in a bathtub
by his part-time housekeeper
Monday morning. His wrists
and forearms had been cut
with an old-fashioned razor,
police said.
Elliot was a plaintiff in a
nationwide, class-action suit
pending against Keating and
other thrift executives, alleging fraud. Burlingame attorney Joseph Cotchett said.
Keating and the others are
charged with misleading investors about the safety of
risky junk bonds sold at Lincoln branches. Prosecutors
allege nearly 18.000 investors lost about $250 million.
The bonds were issued by
Lincoln’s parent company,
American Continental Corp.
of Phoenix. Ariz. Keating
headed American Continental.
Experts say Lincoln’s failure will cost taxpayers $2 billion, making it the costliest
failure ever. The money will
go to pay off depositors.
"He (Elliott) had talked
with neighbors and his
housekeeper who say he had
become bitter and cynical
about the S&L scandal."
said Burbank police Sgt. Don
Goldberg. "There is no
doubt in my mind that he
committed suicide over the
loss of his savings."
Although some elderly investors in American Continental were left in desperate
straits, Goldberg said this
was the first suicide blamed
on the scandal.

BIBLE STUDY
WORSHIP
FELLOWSHIP
For Info Call
CAMPUS PASTOR

Gary Andra"
(415) 961-5781

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: Friday Nights at 7:30 Duncan Hal1135
BIBLE STUDY: Thursday, 12 noon Spartan Chapel

OPEN FORUM

HOMELESS
Sz, HOUSING
GUEST SPEAKERS:
SOCIAL ACTIVISTS
COMMUNITY LEADERS
THE HOMELESS THEMSELVES

DECEMBER 3

10AM-1PM
COSTANOAN ROOM
STUDENT UNION
THIS IS A PRESENTATION OF THE SOUTH RAY HOMELESS
ACTION PROJECT IN ASSOCIATION WITH IIUMAN (’ARE
AND THE. DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WORK.

SPORTS
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Don’t look for the most deserving player to win the 1990 Heisman Trophy
S PO ICI’S F() It 1 NI
Under-exposure
kills Canley’s
chances

RN

considenng his overwhelnung passing statistics this
season. He has thrown 38 touchdown passes in leading
the Cougars to a 10-1 record, the number-two ranking
and the Western Athletic Conference title.
Critics lump Detmer and Houston’s Dave Klingler
together as pass-happy quarterbacks who run up big
number against inferior opponents. This may be true for
Klingler (and his predecessor at Houston, last year’s
Heiman winner Andre Ware), but Detmer has led BYU
than
Detmer,
all
of
the
top
candidates
have
to wins over Miami, Ha. and all his WAC foes. Give
other
been on national televison several times. Ismail
the Heisman to Detmer.
also has the added feature of wearing a Notre
2. ERIC BIENEMY -COLORADO: Probably
Dame uniform, which automatically gives him an extra the nation’s best pure running back, Bienemy has run
handful of votes.
for 1,628 yards this season. He has also scored 17
There are some notable exceptions to the list
touchdowns, third in the nation.
though, starting right here in the Bay Area. Neither
running has enabled Colorado to return to the
SJSU’s Sheldon Canley nor Stanford’s Glyn Milburn
top of the charts this season, and the Buffaloes
has gotten much attention for the Heisman, though each His
will once again be heading to the Orange Bowl in
is a finalist for the Doak Walker Award for the naton’s
pursuit of the national championship.
top running back.
3. SHELDON CANLEY -SAN JOSE STATE
The problem is, nobody remembers Doak Walker
UNIVERSITY: Believe me, people outside of San Jose
winners, but Heisman winners get million dollar
do know about this guy. However, he has little chance
contracts, television shows and notoriety for life. Twotime Heisman winner Archie Griffin of Ohio State, who of winning the Heisman since SJSU is not seen as a
major college force.
did little in the NFL, still receives accolades for his
Canley has done everything for the Spartans this
gridiron performances almost two decades ago.
These are the real contenders for the award, as seen season though. He rushed for 1,248 yards and finished
second in the nation in all-purpose running, just nine
by this slightly ethnocentric writer.
yards behind Milburn. Last year people said ’Yeah,
I. TY DETMER - BRIGHAM YOUNG:
Johnny Johnson’s good, but look at the conference he
Detmer is the logical choice for this year’s Heisman,

recently is Barry Sanders. The former Oklahoma State
running back has become one of the NFL’s top running
backs for the Detroit Lions.
This year’s top hype-hounders have been Virginia
quarterback Shawn Moore, BYU quarterback Ty
Detmer, Miami, Fla. quarterback Craig Erickson.
Colorado running back Eric Bienemy and Notre Dame
do-it-all Raghib "the Rocket" Ismail.

\\I)\ ROM RI’.;(1N

aturday is the annual Heisman Trophy presentation
in New York, and once again the most deserving
S players have little chance of winning the award.
For years the award has gone to the player with the
most media hype, combined with extensive exposure on
national television. This fact has been well-criticized,
yet it holds true. In most cases the award has gone to the
highest bidding athletic department.
Traditionally, the winner has not necessarily been
the best player, or even in the top 10. Recent winners
bear this fact out with their performances in the National
Football League. Tim Brown, Doug Flutie, Vinny
Testaverde and Herschel Walker have had mediocre
careers at best.
The lone Heisman winner to star in the NFL

CONFERENCE: SJSU may join WAC
From page I
The bowl is being televised by
by the cable network, Sportschannel, and the prize money for each
team is $275,000.
The total is the smallest amount
of all 19 bowls. The next lowest
amount is $600,000, given by five
other bowls.
BYU, the WAC winner, will
play in the Holiday Bowl against

exas A&M on ESPN for a purse
of $1.2 million going to the game’s
participants.
But WAC officals said there is
no guarantee that it will expand.
But they are starting to entertain
the thought.
The conference presidents voted
in October to explore enlarging the
conference.
A three-president
committee will study the expan-

season Erickson has been overshadowed by
This
Detmer. Still, the Hurricanes hurler is fourth in the
nation in passing efficiency and has thrown 20
touchdown passes. One important factor in the Heisman
balloting should be the success of the player’s team, and
Erickson again has the Hurricanes in contention for the
championship.
5. ROCKET ISMAIL - NOTRE DAME - OK,
I did it. I had to put a Notre Dame player in there.
Someone has to keep with tradition.
Ismail may be the best pure athlete in the country.
However, he never seems to catch or run the ball more
than four or five times a game. His kickoff returns
produce more electricity than PG & E. but that isn’t
enough to win the Heisman Trophy. At least not this
season.
Darkhorse: Greg Lewis, Washington Huskies. He
averages 128 yards rushing per game and helped the
Huskies overpower the Pac- I 0 this season.
also said that if the WAC expands
it would most likely become a 12school conference.
With the possibility of the Big
West dissolving, Haney said he
isn’t worried about the WAC’s expansion.
"When you get into talking
about expansion there are a lot of
factors involved," Haney said. "I
don’t think they’re serious about it.
I don’t see California schools
doing well in the conference because of location."

look positively on the small stadiums and smaller fan bases of some
of the current Big West colleges.
Spartan Stadium holds just 31,218 and the Events Center holds
4,600 for basketball games. And
unless there’s a special event going
on, there are plenty of seats available in both venues.
Yet, a WAC source said SJSU
may be part of a Big West exodus
along with UNLV and Fresno
State, two schools that have little
attendence problems. The source

several universities, and see how
they all fit into our plans. We are
on timetable, but it would be at
least a couple of years before we
let in new schools.
"There are several schools that
would be intersting to us ... San
Jose may be one of them. It’s certainly a fine university with an athletic program."
But Big West conference commissioner Jim Haney said that
WAC officials are not likely to

sion project, according to WAC
commissioner Joe Kearney.
The committee members are:
Terry Roark of Wyoming; Rex Lee
of BYU and Al Simone of Hawaii.
Kearney said the committee is in
no rush nor is it panicking about
expansion.
"We don’t need to expand, but
we are still going to explore it,"
Kearney said. "We will look at

plays in.
Johnson didn’t win the Heisrnan, but he is the
odds-on favorite for NFL Rookie of the Year. There is
no reason to believe that Canley, who broke many of
Johnson’s SJSU records, won’t do the same.
4. CRAIG ERICKSON - MIAMI, FLORIDA: If
the award were given out before the season. Erickson
would have been the pick. He plays in a pro-style
offense at Miami, and he led the team to the national
championship last year.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
DENTAL SERVICES
STUDENT DENTAL
OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Novo’
Seve yOur teeth eyes
and money too
Cleanings and orf I.
visits .9 00 chars.
For brochure see
AS office or cell
1-800-655-3225
San Jo. Stele
WING CHUN KUNG FU
Thls ChM.. set
defense system ems
formed lo eliminate
unnecessary flashy
movements and to
achieve quick
direct results You
will Morn detalNdl
theoretical application. wrath
prectIctil street
*100 11910109
techniques Lessons
are taught using
tradillong one on
one methods Women
and men we
encouraged to apply
Mon and Wed 7-190’
at SPX 202
Situ Steve Wong
2233644

AUTOMOTIVE

1 2 bth. aep Or. secured bids,
gated garage S 1111, St , San
Jose, 5179.950 Call HELEN at
723-2517 720-0480
Compass
Real Este.

LOST.MISSING KEVIN "CUPID- BIGLER Last seen at Delta Zga, If
found please return to PI Kappa
Alpha W. MISS you Orb Courtesy of P.11 98 PPP.

HELP WANTED

STAY HOME 0.400 weekly process
mail tor doctors locally Paid
doily Info 24010 (114)241-4733
ACTIVISTS
ENVIRONMENTAL
CAMPAIGN JOBS
Campaign with CALPIRG s otpertenced slatf and pass ground
breakorg laws 10 Clean up 1he en
VIIOnnhent For an interview call
James at 115-323-5364
CHRISTMAS Sprang Break Summer
Ttavel FREE Air couriers needed
end cruiwaship sibs Call 14104
6824555. ext F-1661
PART TIME’ INTERNATIONAL reboil
chain has 200 full and paratirne
positions In retail sales and cue.
tomer seroce Temporary and
permanent posibons with florable

BOATS
TRUCKS
SEIZED CARS
Ovheelers niolorhomes by FBI
IRS DEA Armitage you’ area
noir’ Call 1-605682-7555 .1 C

work weeft. $240 for 20 hrs. 5490
fer bbs No experience re,
quired battery provided Pekl internships available scholarships
awarded and earn 1,4 creelfls on
our fully accredited work imperi
once program Can stay on full.

1255
XI ENT RUNNING 79 Ply Al 20,100,0
only 61K moles 5179900 15151
851 13689

COMPUTERS
COMPUTER REPAIR
Dge recovery ...tare
upgrades Software con
suiting LOW PRICES Also
.01* 0, accintsorw
VINA COMPUTER SERVICE
420 E Santa Clara SI
between 910 101h St
behind SJSU garage
Monday -Frit/. 6 PM.9 PM
Sat Sun 10 1118-11 PM
Call 294-ISIS

FOR SALE
AUTO HE Ai T H LIFE HOME
Slate Farm insurance Co
MORY N STAR
1799 Hemilton Ave Si
Call 266,3042
MATTRESS SETS’ New twin
full 595 gurien 5145 keno
5’66 You get both ewes Chest
beds daylmdi bunkbeds 599 &
nllestanO
UP Otemet mirror

BEDS

S115

Minibeard
set

$199

Four mire bedroom
C heel of drawers

(4151745 0900
FUTONS’. Large selection 55 dis
count vr 550 purchase Bring this
ad CUSTOM FUTONS 900 S
Winchester Blvd San Jose 1 2

b.

FT PT positions avail Stall
56-56 2511. Calf 449-3953
.EARN EXTRA INCOME
Up to $900 mo and elcellent
ex perwnce for professional
career PT 6 FT .000001 000
positions available in Mph
tech ind PT shipping oleo
newt. hours working wound
schedule Coll 140819440301
.0 323

$4 255, Ann 6244507
GET INTO A great didustry dela & tele,
communications Near Spartan
SI odium WOO Plus h.. 50.’
mission Sales poadion no ease-

DRESS A TIARA head
Never worn’ White tram
12 14 paid S1 0041 asirang $5000’
hest offer Call 1 VI al 246 913001

nonce necessary flexible hours
WOMEN WELCOME lo WOMAN
owned liminess’ C. Pally or
John 11 993-1161

14151364-0116
WHOL E SAL F
VIDEO GAMES
fetniendo Genesis TO 16
Call HOME ENTERTAINMENT
dorect to sem yourself
limo A mon.’ 6 am-liprn
ed.’ C11 lolly
T day
40, 1910,111010 VISA MC
Cal NOW 015137411000 or
14011)258.8000
ONE WAY TICKET hen SAN JOSE 10
TO Leering Dec 26
3190 .6* Cal collect 8111, Spdi
ME 681 118001364.1021
III SPEED RICE oneellent cond..
555 14112114 71711
LIKE WM CONDO 7 Mater bdrana. 2

HOLIDAY JOBS TO SAVE PLANET
This holiday break CAMPAIGN for
the environment
Stop toxic solution" Stop bickering for greenhouse effect For information call
RANDY 01 (415(323.5304

HOUSE SUPERVISOR needed Men
rehabilitation program Motive.ad
maponetbN student rnay apply
No ...erne necessary Wen
nods returnee. Writs Room &
fln.’d gorged pl. benefits Call
Chraettan Embassy at 923
3665
engt
AVAILABLE
Sates
JOBS
nestling accounting and admit.
IllingILall
2094
tration
No
tee
moo English
PERSONA .1 453-0605

Cali

CLERK SMALL MATTRESS shop on
N 11111 St Part full tra. flexible
hours Mons ok Pretty good lob
CIII OEORGE el 984 4003

Judy Ryan 11 294-0204

AAAAAA HA’

Encourmed to apply
For more Into call

GET COLLEGE GRANTS!
Amax. fr. recorded meg.
(401)239-4333(24 Ins)

WAREHOUSE & STOCK help Varied
bouts 20-4505 Apply al ISO E
Trimble Rd 435-1344

College AKE Tracking Service.

PART TIME CLERK! Local Son Joeta
busk... new SJSU campus
nes. bright. dependable student
for moming,
time. clerical position Good aptitude for figures
Ind typing et 50 WPM required
Starting pay $65, Apply in person at Federal CommunKatIon.
625 Wool Creek Suite 13, 279(5233

_UTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning at 10 AM at
Campus Chrlstian Center. 10111 &
San Carlos For more informethan
about activities, call Rev WM
Franheber 11 295-0204

by AMA Lawn Printer Cail ANNA
01 5724992

$S CHRISTMAS MONEYSS
through
5500.
average

Earn money
yrarat traterntfY
00. 01110, club or business by mit
mg silk -.crooned T -Shirt* wttli
Your deSign 01 :090
Call BRAINSTORM
14151962-6801

Chrlstm. Season seri subscrlpHon to Christmas tree retailers (in
person>. 10 min presentation 510
per sale Cali NOW 18011263-1376

HOUSING
$240 mo 1350 atac dap Computer prntr fireplace, yd 554-0157

SERVICES

an., 2 yrs college COO Family
Enterprlees at 236-3401

ROOMS FOR MEN’ Shared Of priv
14110 prly
5250-0265, 99 S 0th
St 209-1750.095.0395

EDITORIAL RESEARCH SERVICES
Tutortng consultation litliogra
ohm manorl, and editing wry

OOKING FOR STUDENTS
to work on an on -campus
marketing promo tor
moor companies Must
be personable and outgoing
Excellent earrong’
Jeantne Amy 0118001
592 2111
LOOKING FOR A
STUDENT organization that
01,010110110 earn 1500.
St 000 tor one week
on campus marrmling
prowct Orgentted and
hard working Cali
Amy Jearione at 16001
592-1121
NO GIMMICKS E lflRA INCOME NOW
Envelope
stuffing -56005800
every rm. Fr. Details SASE to
B rook internation Inc PO Box
680064 fiend

STUDIO APT one parson. $475 mu
$375 seemtly deposit.ulIlylIR

pa. Requtres good Cormeturme
lion skill. Call BRIAN KOPP It
1170 for In tritervyw 141517/5-

PERMANENT COSMETICS
by TRISH
Enhance your natural berrady.
Have natural looking Imauldui

It Oil Street 2 bdtm 2
Vain remodeled and wry clean
Ample parking
5750 5800 no
aundry 00 sile security build
ing bicycle racks Cat, 201115’

RDRIN i bth bee table microwave
oven
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0,11141111, ’1-010001
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deposit Call
ALLAN al 193 0989

LOST & FOUND

17

rwa

offer.
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card now and beat the fOr. 0P1501.5 Call ANDY now et 2930720
WHERE 00 YOU
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lob
o
eM
SU
Europe
Low wider.’
Make your Christmas

PERSONALS

plans NOW’
Call 997 3647 and ask
tor ARLENE’

COMMUNITY
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on Sunday 10001090 01
3040 00 PM Campus Christian

Cal Paul Wyo.-25,-0449
ACCURATE

COMPUTER
WORDPROCESSOR Near Wool ton & WInchestor Call SHIRLEY
II 379-3519 KATHY at 37411613
S2 fmr

WORD PROCESSING LIR QUALITY
-PHOTOCOPIES MORE’
Papers Resumes Flyers Etc
Quick relurn-Superior witty.
CECILIA406 2234102
Wd pros 52 25 pg $14 Or
whichever less-Scr Si area-

Par

12 degrees. 20 yrs business
polItoal communnations exp

LETTER QUALITY
COMPUTER PROCESSING
FREE spell check
41049 01911 sommelier

USE
THE
DAILY
FOR
ALL
YOUR
AD
NEEDS

Reasonable rates
Mlnimum S2 per page
Call RAJU al 2384759
PRECISION WORD PROCESSING
125 wpm’ 01.11110 guar ems.
Competitive relies Term papers
tape
tranmiimon
tesurnes
MN. legal papers matting lists
111101105
today’

welcome Cell BARBARA
at WRITE TYPE

etc

Call

964-0203

PROFESSIONAL

TYPING roordpro
ceasing’ Close to campus Few
turneround Plea. call 292-4096

SPA NURSING MUSE PSYCH
Format Edit Laserprint
The... Term Papers Outlines

CLASSIFIEDS
ON
CAMPUS
WILL
WORK
FOR
YOU
CALL
924-3277

SANTA CLARA EDITORIAL
Attention
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CaN Marsha 2664448

students Ind non nab.
speakers’ 1.1 tne hin
P00 enth resumes *Item
and reports Very reason
able Test moil twifinl
backgrourad Please 1.10

CALL LINDA 10040
tot ...need protessional
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Phone 2644504

San Jose Campbell 6
Santa Clara
Call tor free estimate
273-6331
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Enghsh papers 01.11 specialty
FREE spelktimit storage
Low-cosi edittng & graphics

professionel dependable aervf.

word prociesstry Theses
terrn paper5 group protects
eft All formats including
APA Laser p. inter Quick
return Tranacription rmnrices

Call 972-1563
WORD nROCESSING SERVICE
Resumes Latter{ Reports
Reasonable Roles
Laser Printing
P U 8 Del Cover al, are. et

EXPERIENCED FAST
WORD processors fanlike,
MTh APS Turabian tonna.
tor report papers theses

AND EXPERIENCED
wetdprocesiStrig’ Term papers reports group papers resumes letters theses olc Lefler qusialy, All
formats plus *PA SPELCHEK.
punctustoon grammar ...stance
All iwirk esswaaNiese CM PAM
217’2881 II amegn tor tverryffee

TRAVEL

TYPING -WORD PROCESSING
Term pawer reports
thesis rermmes
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING

wk grouP Orgects etc APS
ozamena,
elkeclelist
punctuation check Available /
days ere. by app.:eminent Call
ROZ 274-3684

FAST

14081295-7438

Dommann !timeless Center
325 5 1s1 SI 151 El 263-0700

Professional
typist
Irmniang
SJSU loll veinal high wieldy
1o019Pelkers theses resumes, NT

923-2309

English Macher assist
000’n Improwng your
3.P A Foreyn students

AIR FARE DISCOUNTS"

I31. ACK DAYTiMER notebook
13018 ATM Please call Ken 923
0016

NEWMAN

Free adoing

ACCURATE & APS
experienced w reports
& group papers Call PJ

CO by December 254990
& recebn IS’. discount
for students 410.0119
call 379-3500

LOST

CATHOLIC

Willow Gam Area

Close to camp.
Pickup nail
EVELYN 27041014

NEATLY TYPED PAPER
gels the beet grade
Good spelling and fp...at
.150 5849 Lel Ible

6219 Campbell AVe

01$52 OIOe
Macintosh
laser pram
Notes papers letters
flyers etc

EVERGREEN WORDPROCESSING

resumes letter. & more
POSTSCRIPT LASERJET
Affordable accurate A
fast’ Spell Gram 00 .0)

eyebrows -lips -cheeks & the
iuxury 01 sensuous eyes

I’ll] [105511

ble Rd or call 435-1344
SALES -ELECTRICAL We are looking
fOt lonited number 01 people 10
run through a free sales training
program II wrested we will es stet you wilh your natio111 iron
viewing 111115 and plticement as
sislance Poeltions ere employe,

final draught prepeiation
i1i531541-5036

pall Call 259.7040

Fl 32068

OFFICE HELP FOR RETAIL OFFICE
Varied hour. FT PT evenIngs &
weekends Apply al ISO E Trim-

ices

TWO BLOCKS horn CAMPUS.
next to Original Jo..
TYPING
WORDPROCESSING

Edtbry Assoslance
sp grammar sentence structure
ARA Tura.. MLA lormets

AFFORDABLE

sjsii ’00 s

Of CORA TOR I br I
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room
Hardwood
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294-11533

ABANDON THE FRUSTRATION’
CALL EDP SERVICES’
Reports term papers

Collins Aid Trecking Service

ROOM FOR RENT’ 1 female 00115010601 pleaSO 1246 *0 Cell 971.
7867

SERVICES

TYPING. Resumes.
theses etc Grad & undergrad
Available oays eves & weekends

GET COLLEGE GRANTS’
enlacing free recorded meg
Call 11001230.4333 (24 hr.)

FEMALE ROOMMATE WNTD-share
WIrrn house, N. neighbrhd

DEBBIE S SECRETARIAL

CALL MRS MORTON-266-9448
Wald Perfect
Laser Printer
ThOOOS Term Papers Resumes

John or Pauline
SASH. Too many moons and e10
enough limed LET ME DO THE

.smile’ Hand, uts ermnis
fliers resumes papers I IC

APS NURSING HUES PSYCH
Format Edit Lawwwint
TheseeTerm Papers Outtinee
Cad MARSHA 01 296-6440

pager resume,
We con type it FAST and NEAT
wIth a LOW RATE for students
As low as $2 pave
Call now’ 842-0191 923-3956

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC" Unwanted
hair removed forever Specialist
confidentlel Your mry own probe
or dmposable Call 24774416 335
S Baywood Ave San Jose

MANAGERS TO RECRUIT. traran and
menage youths ge 11.21 Work
with new youth 00 development
Org sags and marketing ciperi-

14081 ’595166
TEACHERS’ STUDENTS’
Work done profession.,
th
accurately Quickly

optiMilismimmiimememmmilnimmmismilmummoommmimmmotammmo
Print Your Ad Here
(Count approximately 23 letters and spaces (on each hne
Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
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SAL

FEMALE ATTENDANT’ Sprang 91
errands
groorntng
Laundry
4.7 hrs wli
must be rehable

TYPING
NO TIME to typo your

knowledge Call LISA 275’1784
COUNSELOR EIEHAV TECH for group
home for autistic & 0 D children
F T & on-call shills well $6-07 hr
Greet imp for pshyc sot wk majors 377.5412

ENTERTAINERS NEEDED at local
FAMILY restaurant 7019610 wk
510 620 hr 0119. Call 16191589
9966 COLLECT Ironing man

mile south of 2101 Call 796-6161
WEDDING
piece

CLERICAL AR. 91 Res lirs Billing
phones Ming Most be computer
friendly & have besic accounting

plias 14061 9461401 Cupe
14081 446 2199 Los Gatos 14081
354-4846 Mtn View 14151 961

slab
CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed 1 local residential 110111.
1ms for young adults & Idol.. cents w autiwn
related 015.6114

VALET PARKING ATTENDANT
On Call 56 hr
TIPS
Both men and women

Center 10111 8 San Carlin FO,
more into .0001 other activities
cell Father Mark Seery or Sister

(8001825-664e.

CHRISTMAS SPRING BREAK Summer Travel FREE Al, couriers
needed and cruiseship lobs Call
-605-6821555. mg F-1661

time chomp yew Christmas break
Sod during your ’urn... bre.
For Information cell 9 AM to 6 PM
ILIF San Jose 1408t 297-9002, MI

6263

Santa Clara ItEletv een ()Icon
& San Tomas, .2, 4865

Ca 93055
AMUSEMENT PARKS HOLIDAY RESORTS DISNEYLAND 6 FLAGS
are hiring’ Great fun and get pant
too’ Reserve position by calling 1
605-682-7555 ext 5,1386

ACTIVIST SMOTHERED BY SMOG’
Campaign Caillornle Is hiring motivated p.0910 10 help stop air poi
lution 50111 CALL NOW’ FOE
286-6113

hours Work hours set around
school schedule’ Starling pay
rale S11 55’ Earn $144 for 121,,

CAPRICE

Learn how to obtain exciting
nos censers with CLUB MED
c r tramlines, and other tropic&
resorts Let our Informative
guide sho0 you how Seed
060510 AIM Publications
P 0 130. 3726 Santa Clare

GREEK

CHEVROLET" Good
condition AT PS PR 01500 Call
(408) 2380708

78

JOBS IN PARADISE

SPE RSONS
WANTED
EN3
L ISI4 SPANISH bi-lingual only No
FM...
*ayes
FALES
13345 MIS, S
Call 297621
e xperaenc necessary
hours
girmanteed
B LACKBURN
AUTO
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Piano man

Campus religious clubs
dedicate time and energy
to spread their messages
By Shellie Terry
Daily staff writer
The voices relay the same message: God exists at SJSU.
Among the 11 religious clubs on
campus, nine are dedicated to the
Christian faith, while two devote
themselves to other beliefs. While
some are big-time national clubs,
others, like the Muslim Student
Association, are more difficult to
track down because of disconnected phones and missing officers.
All of the groups seem to give
students the opportunity to follow
a religion as well as meet other students who have similar beliefs.
Bahai focuses on peace
Perhaps the most unusual of the
groups is a 30-year-old Bahai
Club. which has roots stemming
from Iran.
Members of the Bahai Club
study the 147-year-old religion that
sends one message: peace.
Bahai originated in Iran with the
belief that mankind must unite and
that the peace that everyone talks
about is inevitable.
"We have to really get to the
underlying problems," Shahriar
Jam said. Jam, 47. studied at SJSU
in the late 1960s, but still keeps in
touch with the club on campus.
"We’re trying to make friends
with other students," Jam said of
the group which has been at SJSU
since 1960. While SJSU has 35
Bahai Club members, the group is
represented in high schools and
colleges in 155 countries, according to Jam.
The Bahaians believe in the
same type of god that Christians
believe in, and study from 200 volumes of books written by Bharullah. a prophet of the Bahaian God,
who lived in the 1800s.
The other non-Christian group
on campus is the Muslim Student
Association.
Christians stress Jesus
The nine Christian groups. who
say they want to teach others that
Jesus Christ can be a part of everyone’s lives, all have different ways
of getting the message across.
The Chi Alpha Ministry, known
as Radical Reality, makes up one
of the larger, more visible Christian clubs on campus. The members hold a daily display table in
front of the Student Union in hopes
to recruit members and get the
word out about their group and the
need to know Jesus personally.
"Nothing matters in this world
if you don’t have Jesus Christ,"
sophomore Marj Sheldon said.
Radical Reality
The group chose its nickname.
Radical Reality, to spark interest.
The "Reality" in the name refers
to Jesus Christ and the "Radical"
reflects the intensity with which
the club pursues its goals.
"People think of Christians as
quiet people," said club president
Brad Rostocil. Radical Reality’
makes people look at us differently."
The club formed at SJSU at the
end of last semester, but has 300
nation-wide chapters, according to
college pastor Gary Alldrin. The
main service held for members includes a Friday night Bible study
and discussion followed by a live
hand. The average meeting draws
about 45 people.
More than partying
"A lot of students are searching
for more than a party on Friday
night." said Al ldrin, who leads
discussions about trust, loneliness
and other student issues.
The main goal is to get the word
out about Jesus, according to Rostoed .
"We want people to tell other
people when Jesus Christ has entered their life," he said.
Another Christian group with
similar goals is the Campus Crusade for Christ.
Crusade was founded at UCLA
in 1951, and has grown into a na

Jazz trio will
play on campus
The Cedar Walton Trio, "the
living legends of jazz," will be
performing in the Student Union
Amphitheatre today at noon.
The show. sponsored by Student
Union Programming and the A%%4)
elated Students Program Board.
features Cedar Walton on piano,
Buster Williams on bass and Billy
Higgins on drums.

uonal and international group.
At SJSU, approximately 50 to
60 people gather at the Tuesday
night Crusade meetings in the Engineering Building room 189. Crusade divides itself into three different levels.
Win, build and send
A new member will be told
about Jesus Christ, and if the person is more interested, he or she
works to build the relationship
with Jesus. The final level of membership entails relaying the information to possible new members.
Crusade calls these levels wind.
build and send, according to president William Uranga.
Crusade also divides its study
sessions into three types. The
main, which meets on Tuesdays,
other smaller groups and one on
one.
Campus Crusade also tries to
make itself more visible by sponsoringgroups like Athletes in Action, which sponsored a threepoint shootout on Nov. 26 and 27.,
awarding prizes to the top 20
shooters. The group also will hold
a Christmas conference at the Burlingame Hyatt in December.
Uranga believes Crusade is different from other Christian groups
because of its method of reaching
its goals. Also, the groups are defined by the people who participate
in them, he said.
"Our group tends to be outgoing
and active," Uranga said. "We’re
challenging them to consider what
realities of Jesus Christ are. We’re
not simply trying to get people to
join the group: it’s not just quantitative, but qualitiative too."
Variety fits student needs
Audrey Lee, the coordinator for
the Asian American Christian
Fellowship believes the variety of
Christian groups helps get the
word out to more students.
"God is able to use all the
groups to administer to more people," Lee said. "If there was just
one group, it would be difficult to
manage."
Although most of the 30-40
Fellowship members are Asian.
Lee does not believe the group
causes segregation among other
student Christians.
"Asians can relate to Asians
better, the Asian culture holds to a
lot of traditions," she said. "I
don’t think the caucasians, blacks
or Hispanics are able to understand
the culture."
Differing approaches work
One of the smaller Christian
clubs on campus, the Christian
Students Fellowship. believes its
casual noon-time meetings make
Bible study much more convenient
for students, according to president
Patrick Gandy.
The group, which was founded
in 1988 by Gandy and some
friends from the Los Gatos Christian Church, meets to discuss student issues such as stress,
relationships and school pressures.
Outside of Bible study, the club
doesn’t meet for any other activities, but meet primarily as a support and encouragement group.
"It’s less of a commitment than
some of the other groups," Gandy
said.
The other Christian groups on
campus are the Baptist Student
Union, Campus Advance, Christian Science College Organization,
Korean Christian Fellowship and
the Catholic Newman Community.
Despite the differences in beliefs
and tactics, the religious groups at
SJSU seem to want to work together to provide students with a
chance to learn about God.
"We should enjoy everybody’s
culture," said Jam of the Bahai
Club.

Clarence Peterson shapes a hammer, w hich strikes piano strings creating sound.

Fine tuning
Eighty -year-old
Peterson, SJSU’s
music piano
technician, is
responsible for
tuning all the pianos
in the department.
For 10 years, he has
worked part-time for
the university.
Before SJSU,
Peterson tuned
pianos for the San
Jose Symphony and
the Paul Masson
winery summer
concert series.
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Thoughts of war tramatic for children

assurance to allay anxieties about
danger and loss of security, the
Rev. Arthur Cal iandro said.
Caliandro, senior minister of
NEW YORK
Clouds of
war, distressing to most adults, can New York’s Marble Collegiate
Church, with postgraduate training
be nightmarish to children.
Such traumas are the special in psychology, has conducted
concern of pastors and others who classes for 6-to 13 -year-olds on
counsel families separated by the dealing with the crisis.
He offers several suggestions to
Persian Gulf crisis.
But other people are indirectly parents on how to help youngsters
affected by the crisis, and it can be cope:
shield them from the
Don’t
particularly frightening to youngsters, says a New York minister realities of a troubled world. recognizing that children have seen
who has counseled children.
With television focused on de- that people can at times be had toployment of troops and guns, cou- ward one another.
Don’t blame God for the
pled with the sights and sounds of
everyday violence in home communities, children need special reBy George W. Cornell
Associated Press

Stage auditions
set for December
Auditions for the spring production of "To Bc Young, Gifted and
Black" will be held in the University Theatre Dec. 4-6 from 3:30-6
p.m.
Those interested in trying out for
the production, which chronicles
the life and works of African American playwright Lorraine
Hansberry, the first black woman
to have a play produced on Broadway, should prepare a two-minute
monologue and he prepared to do a
read from the script.
Auditions can be arranged
through a sign-up sheet on the theater callboard in Hugh Gillis Hall
or by calling 924-4586.
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am:awned conflict. God doesn’t
make war, people do. And people
are responsibile for making peace,
too.
Discuss the gulf crisis and
their fears with sensitivity . assuring them by word and by your
presence that they are loved and
won’t he abandoned.
-- Be careful not to teach children to hate others. Ti, encourage a
blanket hatred of Iraqis or Moslems or any other group will complicate their growth. Point out that
almost all people get angry and
many have waged war and also
that families of other religions and
nationalities are like us.
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